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Developments
The interactive AUV Database of FREESUB

FREESUB’s Internet page also
underwent a late spring cleaning:
The Young Researchers Sophie
Gueroult and David Labbé of the
University of Southampton fitted
out the project homepage with a
new layout and some new
features. One among them is an
interactive AUV database.
From
contacts
to
other
organisations it got clear that such The user can define the kind of data which is
on the database by simply clicking
a database could find a large displayed
on the check-buttons
interest in the AUV society.
The database of FREESUB
consists of 79 vehicles so far. The
core of the data was an earlier
development of a visiting student
at the University of Southampton,
Henrique Murile Gaspar from the
University of Sao Paulo in Brazil,
who participated in FREESUB.
The novelty now is that this
The database disposes until now of 79
database is now online and any
different vehicles. But this is just a start !
user can interactively consult it
with a web browser.

The interactivity allows the user to search for different vehicles by
defining search criteria and to display the technical specifications for
each of them. One can for example search for all vehicles that can
dive beyond 3000 meters depth and the browser lists all exiting
vehicles with theses specifications in the database.

The database disposes of a list of different search criteria

Although this database “only”
consist of 86 AUVs so far, it will
be extended in the future and
any input is very welcome !
A further new item on the
FREESUB homepage is the
new Information-pool of the
project. This feature was
improved and allows now
Vehicles can be listed by defining search
project participants and external like i.e. the operation depth.
persons to download documents
on FREESUB.
Please feel free to test the new homepage of FREESUB at:

www.freesub.soton.ac.uk !

criteria

- PW

Events
FREESUBs participation at the UUST’03
The Young Researchers David
Labbé and Peter Weiss participated
at the 13th International Symposium
on
Unmanned
Untethered
Submersible Technology (UUST ’03)
at the New England Center, Durham,
New Hampshire, USA on August
24th to 27th. This years UUST was
organised in three parallel sessions
with over fifty presentations on Young Researcher David Labbé (Univ.
Southampton)
presenting
technologies and vehicles. One of the of
FREESUB’s approach to a Modular
main subjects was on bio-robotics. Control System for Intervention AUVs.
Several
organisations
showed Both photos courtesy of F.Dabe.
developments like artificial muscles and possible applications in AUVs
which prove that man can always learn
from nature.
FREESUB presented two publications
about developments on the “Modular
Control System for Intervention AUVs”
and the Dynamic Stabilisation and
Docking of Intervention AUVs. Both
papers were written in co-operation
with the other FREESUB partners.
The conference offered a great
Young
Researcher Peter
Weiss
opportunity to get in contact with other
(Cybernétix) presenting the different
stages in FREESUB’s mission.
scientists in the field of AUVs.
The combination of technical presentations, expositions of vehicles
and the social programme in the evening made this a very
successful and enjoyable event.
We would like to congratulate the organizer, Prof. Dick Blidberg of
the Autonomous Undersea Systems Institute (AUSI), for the quality
of this conference. More information on UUST can be found under:
http://www.ausi.org/uust/uust.html
-PW

The VirtualRobot Simulator Workshop
Ispra, Italy 9th to 11th July, 2003:
A VirtualRobot Simulator Workshop was organized for
participants of FREESUB by the former Young Researcher Juan
Vincente Catret Mascarell at the Joint Research Center (JRC) of
the European Commission in Ispra, Italy. VirtualRobot Simulator
(VRS) is an environment designed for robot simulation, which was
developed by the Departamento de Ingeniería de Sistemas y
Automática (DISA) at the Universidad Politécnica de Valencia,
Spain. The software is designed to be used in industrial applications,
research developments and educational purposes. The direct
simulation allows to program the actions of the virtual robots with
programs developed in C/C++. Also, this system allows to model
environments containing parts which a robot can manipulate like
using i.e. a grip, and which will be referenced in the robot
movements. The aim of this workshop was to get familiar with the
VirtualRobot Simulator programming capabilities and also to discuss
the specific solutions for FREESUB like i.e. telemanipulation.
During the last FREESUB
workshop in Marseilles, on
June 5th and 6th, 2003, the
crucial
problem
of
the
integration of the simulation
modules that are developed
by different organizations was
pointed-out.
It
became
obvious that the same
environment for simulation
should be used by all
partners.
Therefore,
a
VirtualRobot Simulator could Simulation of CRS A465 robotic arm performing a
be considered to be an pick and place action
effective solution in the development of FREESUB. Outside
VirtualRobot, each organisation could develop its own specific
functions (controllers, sensors, man-machine interface) and then
interface these functions with the VirtualRobot Simulator.

The first day, allowed Young Researchers of JRC and CEA to get
familiar with the philosophy of the VirtualRobot Simulator which is
related to the description of objects, parts, environments, the robot
kinematics and its geometry. Those represent the “backbone” of the
simulations, and are particularly important. All the above-mentioned
descriptions are stored in separate files and are defined using strict
file format specifications. A further capability of the VirtualRobot
Simulator is to model robots and environments through importing
those from other formats like .dxf and .vrml.
The second part of the workshop was dedicated to practical work
with this tool and to get in touch with its performances while
programming the actions of a virtual robot. FREESUBs Young
Researchers discovered that the VirtualRobot Simulator is a suitable
tool, for developing fast and accurate simulation applications for
robotics. In fact, it has a comprehensive C programming API which
is easy to use. This API was developed to envisage the simulation of
various robotics actions, which seems very promising.
In this frame, various actions of a CRS A465 6 DOF robotic arm
were programmed and simulated, some which represent a major
interest for FREESUB:
- Positioning the robotic arm in joint and Cartesian space, useful to
simulate the telemanipulation;
- Moving the robot, useful to simulate a mobile robot, i.e. an AUV;
- Picking and placing parts, useful for performing robotic tasks;
- Viewing with a camera mounted on the end-effector, useful in
simulating the computer vision;
- Calculating the distance from end-effector to a certain part, useful
for collision detection;
- Modelling the environment, particularly important for developing the
models of the AUV, the manipulator arm and the sub-sea structure.
Although the above mentioned simulation actions are rather simple,
the results obtained within this workshop enabled the participants to
understand the potential of the VirtualRobot Simulator and to get a
clear idea about how to use this system in the particular case of
FREESUB’s telemanipulation. More information on the VirtualRobot
Simulator can be found under http://www.isa.upv.es/~vrs/
-MB

A Freesubian taking part in ALIVE
When the I-AUV prototype ALIVE
was transferred from the Cybernetix
facilities to Ifremer’s facilities it was
decided that Young Researcher
Lorenzo Brignone could provide
help during the testing period. In the
end, the deal resulted profitable for
Freesub as well since in exchange
for the collaboration, ALIVE offered
the possibility to perform real time
testing of the Dynamic Stabilisation Figure 1:ALIVE sea trials. Ifremer’s Young
Researcher (left) helping out on deck while
module (Ifremer’s contribution to launching the AUV. Photo courtesy of
IFREMER.
Freesub).
With everyone happy, the testing period started in the second half of
May divided between pool sessions and dives in the dock area
adjacent Ifremer’s facilities. In addition to that, a week long sea trials
took place in the second half of August, enabling to test the AUV’s
functions at higher depths and in fully acoustic mode.
During the testing period, most functions of the I-AUV were tested,
including navigation, acoustic communication, dynamic positioning,
optical stabilisation and telemanipulation. Wet testing enabled to
achieve large improvements in the development of all embarked
systems. Many hardware issues
that inevitably rise while working
with a prototype have been
addressed to as well, therefore
making of the overall experience a
unique chance for Ifremer’s Young
Researcher to learn new skills.
ALIVE testing still continues
through September and will reach
the climax during the final sea
Figure 2: ALIVE pool test. The vehicle ready for trials scheduled for the end of
a new DP testing session. Photo courtesy of
October. -LB
IFREMER

Intermediate Workshop on Telemanipulation

The participants of the Telemanipulation Workshop in
Marseilles:
[1] Juan V. C. Mascarell (JRC); [2] David Labbé (UoS);
[3] Marian Badica (CEA); [4] Florian Schramm (CEA)
[5] Philip Wilson (UoS); [6] Peter Weiss (CYX);

Marseilles, 5th and 6th
June. Participants of the
FREESUB network met at
Cybernetix to discuss the
integration
of
the
telemanipulation functions
into the global control
system. The members had
the occasion to welcome
personally the two Young

Researchers Marian Badica and Florian Schramm of the CEA that
joined FREESUB recently. The state of the development of the AUV
Simulator was presented by the members of the University of
Southampton.
The meeting was concluded by a visit of the new facilities of
Cybernétix’ Offshore Department and for dinner the typical
“Bouillabaisse” in the old harbour of Marseilles. -PW

FREESUB Land
Who is working where in FREESUB Land ?

Please contact the coordinator or visit FREESUB’s homepage
under www.freesub.soton.ac.uk for open vacancies.

Network News
New Members in the team
Sophie Gueroult:
Sophie is the newest member of the FREESUB network. She joined the
team of the University of Southampton as PreDoc in July. Sophie is of
French origin and studied at the Ecole Centrale de Lyon in France.

The authors of this newsletter:
LB - Lorenzo Brignone (IFREMER, France)
MB - Marian Badica (CEA, France)
PW - Peter Weiss (Cybernétix, France)
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For further information please contact:
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